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T

he “oohs”
and
“ahhs”
were
audible, but it was the
reverence of the
museum’s patrons
that caught the
attention of Lindsay
Miller, Maltz Museum
Manager of
Collections and
Exhibitions.
The black-andwhite photos of “This
Light of Ours: Activist
Photographers of the
Civil Rights Movement” captured the
spirit of the Museum
of Diversity and Tolerance when introduced
in September 2016,
and touched even deeper layers of its mission after
the presidential elections
were followed by the nightmarish scenes of neo-Nazis
marching in Charlottesville,
Virginia, in August 2017.
“At that time [the exhibit opened], we didn’t know
who would win the election, so it became extremely relevant as time went
on,” Miller said.
“This Light ” attracted
audiences from every strata
of society to the coura-
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geous actions captured by
the activist photographers.
The striking images depict
the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) working with local
black people to dismantle
white supremacy and take
back control of people’s
lives.
“The exhibit is a story of
perseverance, imagination,
and inter-generational collaboration,” said CDEA Executive Director Leslie

Kelen. “It presents the human spirit at it best.”
The exhibit showcases
nine activist photographers
(eight men and one woman) who worked in the
Deep South from 1963 to
immediately after the 1968
assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. We see the
determination to overcome
second-class citizenship and
white violence in 104-yearold El Fondren celebrating
(Continued on page 4)
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tudents at
Brighton High
School in the
Canyons District designed and created
a mural and, in the process, found an ideal way
to convey the school’s
overlooked diversity.
The “Sacred Images”
project (completed this
past school year) was part
of the CDEA’s Artists/
Scholars-in-Residence
Program. The residency
offers a unique – and altogether absorbing – opportunity for students to
experience Native storytelling, ceremony, and art
to generate a narrative
about their lives, shared
history, and Utah’s indigenous people. Like other
schools participating in
the residency program,
the project culminated in
a public mural.
The completed mural
integrates placed-based
learning about Native
rock art with a surprising
emphasis on national
events. “It's not like when

adults were younger,” explained art teacher Adam
Fernandez, “where you
didn't know a day’s news
unless you watched at night
or caught it in the paper the
next day. Kids [today] …
find out immediately.

Student engagement
with the residency also excited Fernandez. “The nice
thing” Fernandez said, “is
the kids jumped right in.
When [CDEA artist-inresidence] Miguel Galaz
said, we're going to do this,
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Something happens in the
United States, on the other
end of the continent, they
find out immediately. So
the background of the mural ended up being a lot of
images about what's going
on now.”

they grabbed brushes,
markers, and they went at
it. A couple of kids spearheaded the design. But
once they had a design
locked down, they hit the
ground running. I just
stood back and watched,

and it's been great because
they've been working really
well together. “
CDEA’s “Sacred Images—Artists/Scholars-inResidence Program was
conceived to introduce
Utah students to the multicultural possibilities of documentary art. The residency
brings native storytellers
and artists into the school,
and incorporates a field trip
to central Utah to view Native American rock art. The
Brighton project, from
classroom to the unveiling
of the final mural, lasted
five months.
Alexi Zalinger, one of
the student-artists involved,
summed up the mural’s
hoped-for impact. “I think
the impact on the school is
going to be interesting because we have a large variety of students here and we
don’t really acknowledge it.
This will be the first project
that will acknowledge all
the different cultures and
ethnicities that we have
here. And I think people will
appreciate that.”
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elen Zeese
Papanikolas: GreekAmerican
historian

and novelist.
Rubie Lugdol Nathaniel: African-American
elevator operator, whose
black father and white
mother were prohibited, by
law, from marrying in
Utah.
Harry Wong and Helen
Yee Louie: ChineseAmericans, owners of the
King Joy Café, popular restaurant in Salt Lake City.
Joel Shapiro: JewishAmerican member of the
U.S. forces that liberated
the Dachau Concentration
Camp (1933-1945).
ive names,
four stories
lost to Utah
history if not
for the ground-breaking
book Missing Stories: An
Oral History of Ethnic and
Minority Groups in Utah.
The unique, statewide project collected narratives in
eight communities to document the 20th century
experiences of Utah ethnic
and minority people.
The project took 11
years (1983-1994) and was
completed in time for
Utah’s 1996 centennial
celebrations.
Nearly 25 years later,
Missing Stories is being
expanded to present the
20th and 21st century stories of Utah’s diversity

F

through successive grants
(2017 and 2018) from the
Utah State Legislature. The
grants support a three-year
project that will review
more than 900 oral history
interviews taped by CDEA
between 1982-1988 and
2000-2003. The University
of Utah Press will publish
the book.
The new edition will
“convey the lives and voices
of Utah’s people,” said
Leslie Kelen, CDEA Executive Director. “This is a portrait of Utah diversity that
we hope will last.”
The book aims to integrate older and new narratives and photos along a
chronological-thematic axis
that conveys the lives and
contributions of minorities
in developing Utah’s social,
economic, and political life.
The themes include immigration, migration, economic development, collective bargaining, developing
families and communities,
WWII, civil rights, education, Vietnam, women’s
rights, Native American
rights, and new refugees
and immigrants.
Unlike the first publication, where interviews
evoked community histories, the new work, Kelen
said, “will offer an array of
individual voices that reveal
the perils and rewards, sorrows and joys, of participating in Utah’s development, in the 20th and 21st
centuries.”
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The publication’s expected release is in Winter
2022 and will include a curriculum for 7th grade Utah
Social Studies teachers.
The new edition will
actually expand the terrain
pioneered by Missing Stories and This Light of Ours,
Kelen added. “Missing Stories set the stage for This
Light of Ours because Utah
field research developed
tools needed to tackle a
national project. Now, the
insights of the national project—particularly our deep-

er appreciation of grassroots political action—will
lead us to re-present Utah
stories for the use of students and the public.”

CDEA MISSION
CDEA creates and supports projects that examine and honor the
cultural, spiritual, and ethnic
identities of our nation’s diverse
population in forums wherein
we can acknowledge differences,
establish common ground, and
hence, build community.

Center for
Documentary
Expression and Art

243 East 400 South
Suite 301
Salt Lake City, Utah, 84111
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cdeautah.org
The mission of the
Maltz Museum of Jewish Heritage is to introduce visitors to the
beauty and diversity of
the Jewish heritage in
the context of the
American experience.
The Maltz serves as an
educational resource
that promotes understanding of Jewish
history and culture
and builds bridges of
compassion with
members of other religions, cultures, and
ethnic backgrounds.

(“This Light” continued from page 1)
his successful registration to vote;
the courage of two women (also part
of a voter registration drive) walking
past white hecklers; and a 1964 fireworks display at the Democratic Party’s National Convention, in Atlantic
City, New Jersey, memorializing murdered Mississippi civil rights workers.
CDEA’s arrangement of photos
and stories were not changed in the
Ohio display, but the Maltz Museum—with CDEA’s permission—added
immersive features to bring photo
details to life size. For example, patrons enter the show through a
sharecropper’s shanty with a single
bed standing against a weathered
wood wall. Further in, there’s the
replica of a cattle truck (see adjacent
photo) modeled after a notorious
police corral for arresting protestors;
and there are hand-written signs
depicting white-supremacist messages, and banners denouncing racism.
The positive response during the
eight-month showing (September
2016—May 2017) prompted the
Maltz Museum to negotiate a fiveyear contract with the CDEA. The
CDEA retains property rights while
the Maltz introduces “This Light of
Ours” to a broader audience through
its traveling-exhibits program.
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POSTCRIPT: On September 25, 2018, two years
after the Maltz opening, the Bullock Texas State
History Museum, Austin, Texas, became the first
venue to contract to display the enhanced exhibit.
“This Light of Ours” is scheduled to open in Austin,
on February 22, 2020, and to remain available in
the city for 17 weeks, or until June 21, 2020. Additional venues are being sought by Gallagher and
Associates, a nationally recognized touring company, retained by the Maltz.
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